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INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION SOUNDPROOFING SOLUTION

All Noise Control operates worldwide, we are manufacturers & major suppliers of various noise reduction and
acoustic materials used for soundproofing and noise control purposes in multiple applications. All Noise
Control offers superior soundproofing & noise control materials at a competitive price. All Noise Control looks
for your valued and repeat business in the following markets and more where noise reduction and noise
control is necessary. Some facts about sound become unwanted when it either interferes with normal
activities such as sleeping, conversation, or disrupts or diminishes one’s quality of life. Noise pollution adversely
affects the lives of millions of people. Problems related to noise include stress related illnesses, high bloodaffects the lives of millions of people. Problems related to noise include stress related illnesses, high blood
pressure, speech interference, hearing loss, sleep disruption, and lost productivity.

Innovative Construction Solution needed a rapid response; they were interested in a specific product that All
Noise Control provides. Innovative Construction Solution experienced some high volume noise. To decrease
this noise pollution we recommended the ANC- AB110- N; which is an exterior sound curtain. This product has
the ability to help reduce the noise volume.

All Noise Control and Innovative Construction Solution discuss in-depth, purpose, suggestions, and benefits of
product. All Noise Control explains to Innovative Construction Solution what the quality and description of the
ANC-AB110N, it is a barrier-backed configuration it offers the benefits of both sound absorption and noise
barrier products in one. Its non-reinforced 1-LB psf loaded vinyl barrier bonded to a one-inch thick exterior
grade vinyl-coated-polyester faced quilted fiberglass absorber. These economic modular sound curtains
typically constructed with grommets across the top, hook, and exterior grade Velcro along the vertical edges.

AllThe applications to this product are typically use as an economic sound curtain on temporary construction
projects. The exterior grade VCP facing specifically formulated for outdoor applications. Composite products
offer maximum noise reduction by both blocking and absorbing noise at job sites.
All Noise Control team is nimble. Consisting of order, we are responsible of satisfying Innovative Construction
Solution, as well as developing service to enhance there customer care and education. As a result, they are
satisfied and All Noise Control was able to solve the noise pollution.


